DEPARTMENT: Athletics Department
CONTACT PERSON/SUPERVISOR: JaeLynn Ellison, Assistant Athletics Director for Communication
EMAIL: ellisonj@william.jewell.edu

JOB TITLE: Athletics Student Photographer

JOB DESCRIPTION: Attend games and/or other athletics related events to photograph and submit all photos to Athletic Communication office; May also involve coding and organizing photos to help maintain campus photo archive; Potential for travel to road contests and/or championships

NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK: 5-20

WORKDAY SCHEDULE: Primarily evenings & weekend days

SEMESTER(S) OF EMPLOYMENT: August-May

WAGE RATE:
$11.15 (FY or SO rate)
$11.40 (JR or SR rate)

NOTE: Students may not work during regularly scheduled class time. If class is canceled or ends early the student must provide documentation from the faculty member

REQUIRED SKILLS
• Basic knowledge of photography in a variety of sports or facility types
• Occasional typing, data entry, inventory and filing
• Time management
• Task oriented

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
• Student should provide examples of photography or portfolio prior to hire
• Access to own DSLR or mirrorless camera is not required but highly preferred and will be helpful in opportunities for additional assignments
• Memory cards will be provided